ABSTRACT In this paper, we develop a wireless data gathering model for a multi-drone system in traditional wireless sensor networks (WSNs), where each drone serves as a data collector in the extremely large and densely deployed area. Previous solutions usually consider how to schedule the traveling route among nodes, but fail to optimize the data transmission time. We focus on extending the data collection issue over Shannon model which involves the factors such as the transmission bandwidth and the SNR between a drone and a sensor node. A novel and typical system model is formulated and we investigate the corresponding Route Selection and Communication Association (RSCA) problem, that is, given a set of candidate flight routes and a fixed number of deployed nodes, we determine which routes should be selected for traveling and which nodes should be associated such that the overall energy consumption for data gathering could be minimized. We prove the RSCA problem is NP-hard by reduction from the Vertex Cover problem and then devise an efficient and accessible O(log log n) approximation algorithm within the time complexity bound by O(p 2 log n log log n), where n is the number of sensor nodes and p is the number of routes in WSNs. Extensive simulations are carried out to investigate the performance of our designed algorithm by comparing with the brute-force and random methods. The proposed algorithm achieves 54% more energy consumption at most and 45% more on average comparing with the optimal solution. Furthermore, real-world trace-driven evaluations have been conducted to show that our obtained solution would hold 34% more at most and 25% more on average comparing with the optimal energy consumption and eventually validate our algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 1) BACKGROUND
Recent years have witnessed the tremendous developments and various applications of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in environmental sensing, area surveillance, managing inventory [1] , etc. In most of these applications, plenty of sensor nodes are deployed in a large-scale sensing region and supplied by limited energy replenishment harvested from the surrounding environment or periodical mobile chargers [2] . Thus, how to efficiently collect the sensed data from scattered sensor nodes is one critical issue in WSNs.
A mobile sink or mobile data collector has emerged as an advanced data gathering scheme comparing with multi-hop relay in conventional WSNs [3] - [11] . Moreover, with the rapid development of drone systems such as highvelocity mobility, flexibility, lower latency and higher bandwidth, drone could be exploited to provide resilience and quickly gather data to lessen uneven energy consumption among sensor nodes [12] , especially for those networks suffered by inconvenient ground transportation using ground vehicles [13] - [15] .
For drone-enabled WSNs, previous solutions [16] - [21] usually considered the communication link or tour planning. Fan et al. investigated the impact of communication security, including cochannel interference on the security performance of multiple amplify-and-forward relaying networks [16] and correlated fading on the secrecy performance [17] . Mekikis et al. [18] focused on the communication connectivity and studied the communication recovery after a communication breakdown. Azari et al. [19] tried to minimize the outage of the air-to-ground links where both height-dependent path loss exponent and small-scale fading were analyzed. Zeng et al. [20] introduced mobile relaying systems by optimizing the source/relay transmit power along with the relay trajectory to enhance the throughput. Da Silva and Nascimento [21] investigated the problem of determining the best flying tour for data gathering to minimize the overall drone time. However, these solutions usually considered how to achieve reliable communication and scheduled the traveling route among nodes, but failed to optimize the data transmission time for each node.
2) MOTIVATION
When gathering data of sensor nodes, the drone-based data collector needs to hover over one appropriate location. Then there are mainly two factors dominating the transmission (hovering) time between a drone and a sensor node, which are the channel status between them and the sensing data that sensor node needs to transmit. Inferior channel status with narrow bandwidth and low SNR would extend the data transmission time at each sensor node and bring about much energy consumption for communication accordingly. Thus we should jointly consider both the consumption of communication and traveling along one route to optimize the overall energy cost in drone-enabled WSNs. In this paper, we exploit the Shannon model to analyze the impact of different factors and investigate the energy consumption, cost ratio and coverage range further.
Based on existing tour planning strategies as well as other earlier works which proposed the constrained or fixed path [22] , [23] , in this paper we propose a multi-drone data gathering system. As shown in Fig. 1 , there are 4 candidate flight routes with different route lengths and 10 deployed sensors. One sensor may be located within the communication range of several drones that flying along their respective routes to gather data (e.g., sensor s 2 is located within r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ). Then the channel status varies when uploading data to different drone-based data collectors due to various communication 
B. CHALLENGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The RSCA problem carries two technical challenges.
• The first challenge is that drones are all energy constrained and can sustain limited time for flying. However, candidate flight routes and deployed sensors could lead to various traveling time and data transmission time.
Thus there is a tradeoff between traveling time and data transmission time in single flight route and must ensure the drones return to the charging station in one data gathering circle.
• The second challenge is that considering Shannon model for data transmission would bring non-linear property which involves the factors such as the bandwidth and the SNR into our problem and turn out to be more complicated. To address the above challenges, we study the RSCA problem when traveling time and data transmission time are jointly respected. Thus we look into the mobile data collection issue and jointly consider the spatial and data domains for mobile data collection. For multiple candidate routes, we calculate all route costs so as to select the most cost-efficient route and assign the associated sensors, while not violating the energy constraint. Meanwhile, we devise an efficient algorithm called REA with O(log log n) approximation ratio, where n is the number of sensor nodes in WSNs. In summary, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a multi-drone data gathering scheme and jointly consider the traveling time and data transmission time over Shannon model. We study the novel Route Selection and Communication Association (RSCA) problem and prove its NP-hardness. We provide a simple but effective REA algorithm with O(log log n) approximation ratio.
• We conduct extensive simulation evaluations on the performance of our solution to validate the algorithm. Furthermore, we make real-world trace-driven evaluations based on the actual movement of buses in the Seattle, Washington area King County Metro bus system [24] . By comparing with random and brute force methods, evaluation results validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. We show some related works in Section II and present the system model in Section III. While in Section IV, we formalize the RSCA problem, providing the approximation solution. Extensive numerical and real-world trace-driven evaluations are conducted in Section V and Section VI, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
According to whether utilize mobile collectors as ancillary tools for data gathering, we can divide recent studies into two categories.
A. STATIC DATA SINK FOR DATA COLLECTION
In the first category, many studies focus on sensor nodes themselves where data packets are forwarded through multihop routes to a static data sink. Many issues like route scheduling, load balance, clustering etc. are considered by many researchers, so as to maximize the lifetime of WSNs or raise the efficiency of data transmission. For example, Incel et al. [25] considered the interference among multiple links and proposed a multi-channel scheme which involved joint link scheduling and power assignment for data gathering over an arbitrary minimum spanning tree. Hua and Yum [26] jointly considered optimal data aggregation and maximum lifetime routing, aiming to reduce the traffic to avoid generating overwhelming bottleneck nodes. In [27] , Liu et al. organized sensors into clusters based on the correlation of their sensed data, to maximize the data aggregation level and minimize the number of packets to the sink. Considering the sparsity of natural signals varying in temporal and spatial domain, Wang et al. [28] presented an adaptive data gathering scheme by compressive sensing.
B. MOBILE DATA SINK FOR DATA COLLECTION
In the second category, there have been some related works on fundamental data-gathering in WSNs which utilize drones or cars as mobile collectors to gather data from wireless sensor networks, considering great benefits that mobile collector can dampen the transmission hops of each packet and eventually extend the network lifetime. For example, Zhao and Yang [3] studied the tradeoff between energy saving of mobile collector and data gathering latency, optimized the moving tour when considering the relay hop bound. Gong and Yang [4] proposed tree-based data gathering schemes, jointly considered the tree construction, link scheduling and power assignment for data gathering. Tour plan for single mobile collector was considered in [5] and [6] while multiple mobile collectors were considered in [8] that proposed a data gathering scheme where multiple collectors traverse through several shorter subtours. Considering the energy cost of one mobile collector itself, da Silva and Nascimento [21] investigated the problem of determining the best flying tour for data gathering to minimize the overall drone time.
Different from previous works which usually failed to optimize the data transmission time for aerial data collection, we learn from the spirit of the study in [29] and explore the situation of data transmission time to formulate the Route Selection and Communication Association problem. We consider the non-linear Shannon model and aim to investigate the overall energy consumption, energy cost ratio and coverage range further under various factors.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
We start our network model with a set of stationary sensors deployed in a certain region, where the drone serves as a data collector flying to gather data from this pre-deployed network. Since existing clustering algorithms could enable basic data gathering work in wireless sensor networks, the drone could focus on gathering sensing data from clusterhead nodes. Therefore we can denote these m cluster-head nodes by the set S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . s m }, and each of them has the amount of q i bits data.
In some large-scale sensor networks, single mobile collector would be suffered from extremely long traveling and cluster-head nodes possibly undergo data overflow as well, then we incorporate multiple drones for efficient data gathering coverage. According to the given sensor deployment and the outer geographical outer environment of WSNs, where flight routes of drones may be influenced or constrained by high buildings, lush forests, communication interference areas or no-fly zones set by government, we could have p candidate flight routes, denoted by the set of R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . r p }. Similar models are also available in other articles [29] , [30] . The summary of notations in this paper can be found in Table 1 . 
B. COMMUNICATION MODEL
For simplicity, we assume that multiple drones fly along their respective flight routes and the drone-based collector needs to hover over one appropriate location to gather data of one cluster-head node. Therefore, to achieve the optimal communication effect in the free-space path loss model, a mobile collector prefers to gather sensed data when it is close to the stationary cluster-head node. As we know, the drone is usually equipped with positioning device like GPS, which could help locate the appropriate location accurately.
Mobile data collection means that we only consider the uplink communication. Therefore, the stationary sensor acts VOLUME 6, 2018 as a sending node and the mobile collector serves as a receiving node. Admittedly, there exists realistic channel models (such as Rayleigh, Okumura, Hata, etc.). However, realistic channel status is usually influenced by many practical factors, such as obstacles and other interference that depend on the surrounding environment. According to the Shannon Formula [31] , the maximum transmission rate from the sensor to the mobile collector can be given by
where S denotes the received power and N denotes the noise power. Specifically, B is the bandwidth of the uplink between the sensor and the mobile collector. Thus, based on the channel model above we derive a wireless communication model between the stationary sensor and the mobile collector, where the hovering time for communication is dominated by the sensed data volume and the channel status, such as the transmission bandwidth and the SNR. As shown in Fig. 2 , the sensor node s 1 may be located within the communication range of 2 drones flying along routes r 2 , r 3 and thus we have two different communication distances d 21 , d 31 , respectively. The hovering time t ij of the mobile collector flying along route r i for gathering data of each sensor node s j can be simply expressed as follows:
where q j represents the volume of sensed data, d ij is the actual distance between sensor s j and the mobile collector which flies along route r i . B j is the communication bandwidth determined by the sending node. Referring to definition in [20] , let γ 0 denote the reference signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the reference distance d 0 = 1 meter away from the sending node. D represents the maximum communication range of the sending node and we suppose the hovering time to be infinite when the distance between them is greater than D. 
C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
In general, a drone is equipped with a limited battery capacity E i flying along route r i . We assume each drone consumes c amount of energy per unit of time. We then denote the available flying time supporting data collection along route r i as T i = E i /c. As mentioned before, it needs to hover t ij time for gathering data from node s j when flying along route r i , thus the cumulative hovering time along route r i for several nodes, which can be denoted by
Moreover, since mobile collectors fly along diverse routes, each collector would consume partial traveling energy dominated by the length of its traveling route. We utilize T travel i to represent the traveling time along route r i .
Obviously, the sum of cumulative hovering time T hover i and traveling time T travel i must not exceed the maximum flying time that the drone could support. Thus we have
Therefore, the mobile collector would have enough energy to complete data collection and fly back to the base station for replenishment.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given a deployment of sensor nodes, we use the result of SimClus algorithm [32] as a subroutine to acquire corresponding locations of cluster-head nodes. Then in this section, we formalize the Route Selection and Communication Association (RSCA) problem and describe the solution in next section.
We utilize binary variable y i to denote whether route r i is selected for the mobile collector to collect sensed data. For example, the variable y i is 1 if route r i is selected; otherwise it is 0. Similarly, we also utilize binary variable x ij to indicate whether route r i is associated with node s j . As for the meaning 'associate', we clarify that the mobile collector on this flight route is responsible for communicating with one sensor until all the data in this sensor node has been collected. The variable x ij is 1 if route r i is associated with node s j for data gathering; otherwise, it is 0. Thus we have
x ij = 1, route r i is associated with node s j 0, otherwise
Our objective is to minimize the overall energy cost of multiple drones. we can formulate the RSCA problem as an integer linear programming problem:
x ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀s j ∈ S, r i ∈ R (11)
In the formulation, the object function is established to minimize the sum of traveling time t ij x ij for data gathering. Constraint (8) ensures that every sensor node in set S should transmit sensed data to one mobile collector at least once. Constraint (9) restricts that only the selected route in set R for data-gathering can be associated with the sending node. Constraint (10) guarantees that each mobile collector cannot be overloaded and should return to the station for replenishment.
B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 1: The RSCA problem is NP-hard.
Proof: We show that the RSCA problem is NP-hard by reduction from a known NP-hard problem, the Vertex Cover problem [33] . Given a graph G = (V , E), where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v p } is the vertex set and E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } is the edge set, and an integer k, we aim to find a subset of k nodes of G that covers all edges of G.
Given an instance of decision version of the Vertex Cover problem, thus we construct an instance of the RSCA problem with the route set R responding to V and sensor set S responding to E. Consider this special deployment as shown in Fig. 3 
We can denote this time by τ . And we have t ij = ∞ if the sensor is located out of the communication range. We consider the drone has sufficient energy for data gathering so the energy constraint would not be violated. Combining these together, we get the following special case of the decision version of the RSCA problem: Given a candidate route set V of size p, a sensor set S of size m as shown in Fig. 3 , and an integer k, we aim to find a solution of the RSCA problem that consumes kp + mτ energy to cover all the sensor nodes in the network.
It is not hard to see that the construction of this special case for the RSCA problem can be done in polynomial time and we can reduce from solving the Vertex Cover problem to solving a special case of our problem, implying that RSCA problem is NP-hard. Therefore, the theorem follows immediately.
C. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM FOR RSCA
Inspired by the greedy strategy in solving traditional Set Cover Problem [34] , we propose an efficient and accessible approximation algorithm called REA as follows. We define an index called cost-efficiency in each candidate flight route. To minimize the overall energy cost of multi-drone without violating flying capacity constraint, we iteratively select the most cost-efficient route and associated sensor nodes until all the nodes have been associated.
Given candidate route set R and sensor set S, then we denote the selected route set by R and the served sensor set by S . The initial set R and S is empty. Accordingly we set the initial binary variable x ij to 0 and y i to 0.
We begin our algorithm by selecting such a route for data gathering in each iteration, where we first calculate the costefficiency of each unselected route as follows:
For each route, we prefer to maximize the number of associated nodes. We just use S i as the maximum sensor set that would be associated, |S i | as the maximum number and we will show how to achieve S i later. We know that the overall flying time cost consists of cumulative hovering time T hover i and traveling time T travel i . Thus, we can define the costefficiency of route r i as follows:
To achieve the maximum sensor set S i corresponding with route r i , we first sort the sensors that have not been associated in increasing order of their distances apart from one unselected route. Then we find the maximum |S i | sensors in the sorted sequence that the sum of hovering time is no more than (T i − T travel i ). We can mention that this method is just a special case of knapsack problem [35] where the value of each item is 1 and the complexity is O(m log m).
As a result, we can calculate by equation (14) and compare their cost-efficiency in these candidate unselected routes and finally choose the most cost-efficient one (e.g., route i ) in each iteration. Then, we add the route i into set R and S i into S . The detailed algorithm is described in REA.
D. ASYMPTOTICAL OPTIMALITY
In this section, we will analyze the asymptotical optimality of our proposed algorithm as follows. 
Theorem 2: REA can achieve a O(log log n) approximation ratio for the RSCA problem.
Proof: (i) for s j ∈ S, We have the cost-efficiency of each unselected route, denoted by price(s j ) which means the average energy cost per newly associated sensor. REA would obtain selected route set R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . r g }. We utilize c(r i ) to indicate the energy cost comprised of traveling along route r i and hovering for data gathering. Then the total costs can be expressed as
due to the nature in which we distributes costs of sensors.
(ii) Suppose that the optimal route set is
Considering the iteration where s j is associated with route r i , we assume REA has associated sensors in S so far and then we would have the remaining sensors S\S . Clearly we have the amount of remaining sensors no more than the sum of sensors in each intersection where the corresponding optimal route set intersects with remaining sensors:
Remember that, REA selects the most cost-efficient unselected route, so we have
By algebraic transformation we have
So the optimal solution is a cumulative sum as
and we obtain
Therefore, the price of the sensor s j is
Putting (i) and (ii) together, we get the overall energy cost by REA:
Especially, given a deployment of sensors, [32] proposes a lower bound similarity clustering (LBSC) algorithm named Simclus which accepts a β-similarity graph and returns the cluster heads with a O(log n) approximation bound. Thus we could use the SimClus as a subroutine and get a O(log log n) approximation solution to our RSCA problem.
E. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY
In our algorithm, sorting the sensors in non-decreasing order and finding the maximum amount cluster-head nodes needs O(m log m) time, where we mention it as a special case of knapsack problem before. And there are p flying routes for comparison and p iterations at most which would cost O(p 2 ) time. Therefore, the overall time complexity of all execution is bound by O(p 2 log n log log n).
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed REA (greedy strategy) by conducting extensive numerical evaluations and compare it with brute force and random methods.
A. EVALUATION SETTINGS
In the simulation, we consider stationary sensors are randomly distributed in the certain large-scale region. The sending bandwidth of each cluster-center node is set to 2. Note the reference signal-to-noise ratio γ 0 is 1000. In order to investigate the joint impact of channel status and traveling route, the close communication distance between the clusterhead node and the mobile collector on flight line is uniformly distributed with the range [1, 80] . The traveling energy cost of each mobile collector in corresponding flight route is uniformly distributed within the range of [100, 200] . The default number p of candidate routes is 30 and the default data volume q of each sending sensor is 10. About the flying capacity constraint, we set flying time budget of each drone 400 to make full coverage and set 150 when executing the coverage range simulation.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
Based on the simulation setup, we present the evaluation results and analysis in this section. As we know, the optimal fractional solution to LP-relaxation of our proposed integer programming problem is a lower bound of the RSCA problem itself. Therefore, we use this optimal fractional solution which can be solved by CPLEX solver [36] to replace the optimal integer solution OPT.
1) OVERALL COST a: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF SENSORS
Overall energy cost is our main optimization objective. Fig. 4(a) shows the impact of various number of sensor nodes when comparing with running OPT, REA and random selection method for the RSCA problem. The obtained solution by our proposed algorithm has 54% more energy consumption at most and 45% more on average comparing with the optimal solution. In fact, we find that REA performs better than random method in all the settings and validates the theoretic bound guarantee of our algorithm.
b: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF ROUTES
In Fig. 4(a) , REA also has a better performance than random method when the number of sensor nodes is fixed (e.g., m = 200). Besides, the average performance of all the three methods improve slightly and we can even find the overall cost increases. The reason is that increased routes contribute more traveling time and thus raise the overall cost. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , setting route number to 50 would be sufficient for our evaluation. Meanwhile, The obtained solution by our proposed algorithm consumes 58% more energy at most and 48% more on average comparing with the optimal solution.
c: IMPACT OF THE SENSING DATA, CHANNEL STATUS AND BUDGET
As we claimed in Section III, the hovering time for datagathering is dominated by the sensor data volume in buffer and the impact of shannan channel. Then Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) show the overall cost increases sharply as the distribution of communication distance and data volume increase respectively. Moreover, the improvement of transmission bandwidth could ensure better communication effect and reduce the energy cost as well, just as shown in Fig. 4(e) . It is worth noting that when achieving full coverage, the budget changes would not bring about remarkable impact on the overall cost. More energy replenishment in one route would provide more chances for wireless communication but not necessarily cut down the energy consumption directly. We can see the simulation results in Fig. 4(f) . 
2) COST RATIO a: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF SENSORS, SENSING DATA AND CHANNEL STATUS
We use the definition of cost ratio to present the energy utilization efficiency for data gathering. We know the drone hovers T hover i for data gathering and the available flying time is T i along route r i . Thus the cost ratio can be denoted by . As shown in Fig. 5(a) , communication cost ratio will raise in accordance with the increase of number of sensor nodes. Meanwhile, the growth of communication distance (Fig. 5(c) ) and data volume (Fig. 5(c) ) also contribute the improvement of communication cost ratio. We can explain that the states of sensor nodes themselves, including amount, communication distance and data volume, extend the hovering time that improves the communication cost. For the same reason, the improvement of transmission bandwidth enhances the efficiency of communication that reduces the communication cost and decreases the cost ratio, as shown in Fig. 5(e) .
b: IMPACT OF THE BUDGET
On the other hand, we also find that budget plays little impact on the cost ratio in Fig. 5(f) . We can explain that the budget mainly influences the coverage range and has no significant impact effect on energy consumption.
c: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF ROUTES
Besides, we can see from Fig. 5(b) that adding the number of routes would cause various changes when carrying out different methods. We can find the optimal solution by executing brute force method has a distinct increasing communication cost ratio corresponding to the routes, while our greedy method has a slow growth up to no more than 30% and even decreases somewhere (e.g., when utilizing 55 routes). Surely, random method has a lower data gathering utility and the communication cost ratio even decreases near 10%. Too many flying costs due to improper route selection would account for this phenomenon and obviously the planning of physical flight tour plays a significant role.
3) COVERAGE RANGE a: IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF SENSORS AND ROUTES
Furthermore, we explore the effect of coverage range that various variables may have. We can know intuitively that large amount of communication sensors would bring about massive energy cost and thus lead to reduction of coverage range in WSNs, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . On the other hand, Fig. 6(b) shows that increasing the amount of route, which means adding more drones for data gathering, would raise the overall coverage range. We can achieve that 45 routes would make full coverage in Fig. 6(b) . Thus, the primal amount of both sensors and feasible drones would directly influence the coverage range.
b: IMPACT OF THE SENSING DATA AND CHANNEL STATUS
According to our Shannon model in equation (2), channel status and data volume dominate the hovering energy cost and have explicit influence on coverage range. Fig. 6 (c) and 6(d) show this simulation results that the increase of communication distance and data volume would cause low coverage range and the reason is that more data volume and communication distance extend the hovering time for data gathering, leaving less energy to serve other sensors. Apparently, as shown in Fig. 6(e) , improving the transmission bandwidth would also reduce the hovering energy cost and thus enhance the overall coverage range. Fig. 6(f) shows that given fixed number of routes and sensors (e.g., p = 30, m = 200), insufficient flying energy budget leads to low coverage range and thus the increase of flying energy budget would enhance the coverage range consequently. We also observe from Fig. 6 (a)-6(f) that REA performs much better to save energy when all sensors are covered, which can be interpreted that more routes need to be selected for date gathering due to the lack of budget, yet more routes give rise to more energy costs.
c: IMPACT OF THE BUDGET

VI. REAL-WORLD TRACE EVALUATION
In this section, we make real-world mobile trace-driven evaluations based on the bus traces in Seattle, Washington area King County Metro bus system [24] to validate our algorithm.
A. EVALUATION SETTINGS
To further evaluate our proposed route association algorithm, we conduct real-world trace-driven simulations based on the trace set of several weeks long movement of the fleet of city buses in Seattle, Washington [24] . The King County bus system in Seattle presents the traveling data on-line by using a combination of odometry and signpost transmitters and therefore we can use the bus movement patterns to closely match the drone flying patterns, which could be used to evaluate our system with the proposed algorithm.
The trace set consists of bus ID, x-coordinate, y-coordinate and route ID. We then connect these x and y coordinate points to formulate our route set and calculate the length of each route to obtain our statistic information. We select 50 routes in Seattle center area to map the moving trace into 2D region of 40km * 80km, as shown in Fig. 7 . We capture the Seattle city map from Google Map, seeing Fig. 7(a) and present the real Seattle central area transit system from King County that has been shown in Fig. 7(b) . Therefore, we eventually form this real trace in Fig. 7(c) . To measure the impact of channel status and data volume, we use Matlab to allocate the communication distance for each sensor according to uniform distribution with [1, 10] and data volume is set to be 100. We then compare our algorithm with the random selection method and validate the performance of our algorithm.
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
Given 50 fixed routes and corresponding sensor distribution, we first evaluate the impact of sensor amount on the overall energy cost and cost ratio. We increase the sensor amount from 100 to 550. As shown in Fig. 8 , the overall energy cost grows with the increasing number of sensors for the three methods, brute force (obtain optimal solutions by CPLEX), our greedy algorithm and random selection method. Moreover, our proposed algorithm outperforms the random selection apparently, saving 3.82 times energy on average and 5.62 times energy at most of our proposed algorithm. Meanwhile, our algorithm also performs near optimality similar to the optimal solution. We compute the approximation ratio and find that our obtained greedy solution would consume 34% more energy at most and 25% more on average comparing with the optimal solution and eventually validate our algorithm.
We then evaluate the impact of the number of sensors on communication cost ratio, as shown in Fig. 9 . We find that as the number of sensors increases, the overall trend of communication cost ratio is growing too. However, we still observe the ratio would cut down for one certain sensor distribution. This phenomenon can be explained that improper sensor distribution could make more energy consumption on moving, remaining less for data collection. And the increase of number of sensors would make more requirements for data collection and thus improve the energy utilization.
Finally, we also evaluate the impact of budget on overall coverage range. The result in Fig. 10 shows coverage range is similar to that in random selection method, but would save much energy when achieving full coverage.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider mobile data gathering using drones in wireless sensor networks and proposed a multi-drone data gathering scheme with Shannon model. We then formulate this scheme into the route selection and communication association, a.k.a. the RSCA problem, and devise an efficient and accessible REA approximation algorithm which can achieve log log n approximation ratio, where n is the number of sensor nodes. Through extensive numerical and real-world tracedrive evaluations, we demonstrate that our designed algorithm achieve good performance comparing with optimal and random solution. We claim that partial data collection and data correlation should be considered which are our future research direction. XUNPENG RAO received the B.S. degree in information and computing science from the University of Science and Technology Beijing, China, in 2015. He is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in computer science and technology with the PLA University of Science and Technology, China. His current research interests include wireless energy transfer, wireless rechargeable sensor networks, and battery-free sensor networks.
